
10 Event Photographers in Oakland

Being the busiest port and trade center for the San Francisco bay area, Oakland is a
city constantly in motion. With so many different demographics coming together to
conduct business, Oakland is rich in people, history, and unique events.

With a vast landscape, Oakland offers unique locations for everything you need. Giant
redwoods, ocean air, massive parks, and Lake Merritt, a 155-acre lagoon at the center
of it all.

Oakland is a city full of creativity and art, finding that perfect location for your event is
simple enough, but what about finding that perfect photographer to document it for you?
Well, with so much artistic talent within the city here are the top event photographers to
make your event last a lifetime.



Lightbox Creative

First dance by Lightbox Creative

Lightbox Creative is an innovative company committed to delivering its clients the most
thoughtful content. Specializing in event photography as well as live video content, they
take your event to the next level.

Founded in 2015 Lightbox has a team that is dedicated to you, and with their extensive
knowledge in photography and video-making, they are capable of covering all your
needs.

Whether it’s a wedding or corporate getaway, the people at Lightbox are able to capture
the moment in an eye-catching and diverse way with their professional photographers
and video makers.



Robert Silver Photography

Exploring the venue by Robert Silver

An award-winning photographer for commercial portrait and fashion editorials, Robert
Silver has the know-how to get results. His work has been featured in magazines like
Ignite, PUMP, Picton, and more.

Specializing in corporate, commercial, and private events, Robert has a natural talent
for photographing the perfect picture that will make your event memorable and last a
lifetime.

Robert helps select, prep, and locate locations that will give you the photos you will
keep for a lifetime. A creative professional that is willing to work with you so that you get
the results you want, photos that will last a lifetime.



Angela Lang Photography

Newborn by Angela Lang

Majoring in photojournalism was an easy choice for Angela, with the love and desire to
photograph fun, modern, and timeless photos, Angela is a passionate photographer
who loves what she does.

With the experience of over 200 weddings, she brings the experience needed to get the
perfect picture for any event. Covering everything from weddings, to children and
newborns, Angela is a passionate photographer able to capture precious moments.

Always striving for the best results, Angela has the ability to photograph with vibrant
color, subtle black and white, or anything that will make her photos something that you’ll
treasure forever.



Francis Baker Photography

Awaiting the bride by Francis Baker

Francis specializes in creating images for commercial and corporate events for use on
websites, displays, and marketing. Experienced with photojournalism and corporate
photos, Francis brings his skill set to every event to produce professional results.

With the mix of corporate and personal events, Francis has the ability to combine his
experience to meet his client’s needs. Professional photos for weddings, birthdays,
corporate meetings, or any other event are his specialty.

A photographer with experience in all varieties, his ability to photograph moments that
have feeling and emotion gives him a unique talent that makes any event one to
remember.



Jim Holtan Media

Home Depot Team by Jim Holtan

Jim Holtan Media is a small business in the bay area with over 8 years of professional
photography experience. Founded by Jim Holtan, they offer photography and video
services for personal, and corporate events.

Striving to communicate with people through visual imagery is what they strive to do
with every client. Whether it’s for corporate marketing or personal memories, Jim has
the heart and talent to see the job done.

Winner of 2017 Thumbtack Top Pro reward for his photography, video, and digital
publishing talents, Jim has the skill to capture any event and make it something special.



Marc Longwood Photography

Team celebration by Marc Longwood

Marc enjoys the challenge of capturing unique photos using lighting, and location.
Starting his career in photography with the Los Angeles Times and Business Week, he
has professional experience for both large corporate photos, and personal event
photos.

Working almost exclusively on location, Marc uses his surroundings to photograph the
perfect picture for any event. Using his skills in digital imaging and traditional
photography, Marc has the skillset to produce quality results.

Marc has photographed for companies such as AT&T, Apple, Wells Fargo Bank, and
Xerox, leaving him with an impressive list of clients that are proof of his skill.



Halbright Photography

Engagement by Rudi Halbright

Rudi Halbright has lived in the bay area for over 20 years, he loves to capture every
precious moment of any event. With a photojournalistic style, Rudi takes his time to
artfully photograph every detail and ensure it meets his client’s needs.

With a focus on weddings, he strives to capture authentic emotion and human
connection, creating astonishing photos that bring back emotion to those who view
them.

Rudi understands that events can be busy, he works quickly to complete formal portraits
and family photos to ensure that people can get back to join their loved ones in
celebration.



Paul Murphy Photography

Electric players by Paul Murphy

Having been in the photography business since 1993, Paul Murphy and his team of
professionals know what it takes to capture meaningful photos. One of the county's
oldest photography studios, they aim to make every photo meaningful.

Paul and his team look for the uniqueness in each and every person, shooting photos
that capture the moment and make it everlasting. Engaging with the client and
delivering breathtaking photos is their passion.

With such passion for photography, it's no surprise that Paul Murphy and his staff have
so many years of positive feedback from clients.



Eli Zaturanski Photography

Dance party by Eli Zaturanski

Working with non profit organizations, Eli has a desire to engage in social causes.
Whether it be weddings, headshots, or fashion shoots, his photographs tell compelling
stories.

Using his experience with theater art and event production, Eli is capable of designing a
photography experience that stands out from the rest. Professional and personalized
photos with joyful human connection is what Eli does best.

Eli is a member of the Professional Photographers of America, and the American
Society of Media Photographers. His work has been featured nationwide as well as in
local publications such as The San Francisco Chronicle.



Laura Kudritzki Photography

Concert by Laura Kudritzki

Born in Germany and raised in California, Laura is passionate about her photography
and the world around her. She believes that the truth can be uncomfortable and
beautiful at the same time.

Photographing images that capture an in the moment feel, Laura strives to take
compassionate photos that evoke feelings for her clients. Turning a moment into
something memorable, extraordinary, and honest.

Artistically turning moments into photos that can be treasured and remembered for
years to come, Laura captures the raw honesty of her subjects to produce beautiful
photos.
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Find a location in Oakland for your next film/photoshoot,
meeting, or event.
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